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Abstract  
 
This paper explores the enablers required to ascertain Australia’s role in food provision on 
both a domestic and global scale into the future. Recommendations are made as to how 
certain principles can be adapted by domestic government and the Organization for 
Economic and Cooperative Development (OECD) to best foster this contribution. While there 
are many intrinsic and extrinsic factors impacting the performance and threatening the 
future of the Australian food manufacturing (AFM) industry, four specific areas are identified 
as critical to maximizing inclusivity moving forward. These factors concern foreign trade 
facilitation, private label product placement and associated retailer dominance, the removal 
of unnecessary regulatory burdens to return focus to innovation and sustainable food 
production practices to ensure longevity in food security.     
 

Introduction  
 
A prosperous and sustainable food manufacturing industry is crucial to inclusive community 
growth both in Australia and worldwide. At this point in the industry’s life cycle, Australian 
food manufacturing is at a crossroads. Many AFM stakeholders have highlighted this 
uncertainty and instability in recent years. In this context it is important to understand the 
industry’s domestic importance as well as the role that AFM plays on the global stage. 
 
The global economic scene underwent dramatic change in the past six years, impacting all 
industries that operate within it.1 However signs for a return to strong growth have 
appeared lately. Confidence in improved global growth was maintained when the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) left its 3.9 percent 2015 growth factor unchanged earlier 
this year.2 
 
Australia was better placed than almost any other OECD country to weather the global 
financial crisis (GFC). 3 4  Australia is the worlds twelfth largest economy 5 , cementing 
Australia’s fiscal leadership post the GFC and amplifying global expectation for the nation to 
lift it’s performance for the betterment of global society. The Australian economy has an 
annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate of 2.9 percent, among the highest of all 
developed countries.6 Despite this, the Australian food and grocery industry has experienced 
contractions of up to 2.7 percent compound annual growth rate in recent years.7 While this 

                                                        
1 World Bank, The World Bank Annual Report 2013: End extreme poverty, Promote shared prosperity, 
World Bank Publishing, Washington, 2013. 
2 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Landscape: Situation and Outlook, Dairy Australia, Melbourne, 
February 2014.   
3 Commonwealth of Australia, CIE Report: Benefits of trade and trade liberalization, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Center for International Economics, Canberra, 2009.  
4 OECD, Society at a Glance 2014 Highlights: AUSTRALIAN OECD Social Indicators, OECD Publishing, 
2014, <http://www.oecd.org/australia/OECD-SocietyAtaGlance2014-Highlights-Australia.pdf>  
5 OECD, Agricultural Policy Monitoring and Evaluation, 2013: OECD Countries and Emerging 
Economies, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013 
6 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), Competitiveness & Sustainable Growth: Challenges for 
the Australian Food and Grocery Industry, conducted by KPMG, Canberra, 2013  
7 ibid.  

http://www.oecd.org/australia/OECD-SocietyAtaGlance2014-Highlights-Australia.pdf
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economic scene challenges discretionary consumer spending, food retailers are performing 
the best8, with sales growth of around 3.0 percent in 2013.9  
 
Australia’s $108 billion food and grocery sector is one of the nations largest and most 
lucrative manufacturing sectors.10 The industry represents 27.5 percent of the Australian 
manufacturing industry and employs approximately 296,300 people, 222,300 of whom are 
employed in food and beverage manufacturing.11 The Australian grocery industry accounts 
for 20 percent of manufacturing sales and service income in Australia12 with factors such as 
geographic favorability, agricultural expertise and multiculturalism facilitating the 
production of high quality food products every day.13  Over 90 percent of the fresh food on 
Australian tables is grown and produced domestically by local farmers and yet Australia still 
exports more than 50 percent of produced agriculture.14 98 percent of supermarket sold 
fresh fruit and vegetables, milk, eggs and meat are domestically produced with the majority 
of Australia’s multibillion-dollar imports being specialty branded spirits, seafood and 
processed fruit and vegetables.15 Overall Australia’s import growth rate has remained steady, 
just shy of the OECD total.16  
 
A survey of 82 AFM Chief Executive Officers (CEO’s) confirmed that the industry was on the 
cusp of substantial change.17 The following factors were identified as the most pertinent:  
 

 Regional location of many large scale manufacturing facilities,  

 Largest manufacturing employment industry in Australia,  

 Impact of volatile Australian climate on many primary producers/ suppliers,  

 Duopolistic retailer environment,  

 Foreign import product dumping, 

 Increasing incidence of private label products entering the local market, in some cases at 
the expense of local products, 

 Reduced investment into innovation, new technology, research & development, 

 Trade and export hindrances; and 

 Existing and incumbent involuntary regulatory restrictions – red tape. 
 
The industry is an example of one that is reliant on inclusive growth for prosperity and 
longevity. The corner stones of this growth are quality jobs and trust. Inclusive growth is 

                                                        
8 Of all Australian retail sectors. 
9 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC CHEP Retail Index, Edition 11, Canberra, 2013.  
10 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), 2020: Industry at a crossroads, conducted by AT 
Kearney, Canberra, 2011. 
11 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
12 Commonwealth of Australia, Australian Food Statistics 2011-2012, Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF), 2013.  
13 Ibid.  
14 ibid.  
15 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), 2020: Industry at a crossroads, conducted by AT 
Kearney, Canberra, 2011. 
16 OECD, National Accounts of OECD Countries, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013. 
<http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/economics/national-accounts-at-a-
glance-2014_na_glance-2014-en#page51>   
17 Grant Thornton, Food For Thought: Food and beverage industry CEO survey, Australia, 2011. 
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critical for AFM requiring vast stakeholder navigation from primary producers to 
supermarket store managers. Of the near quarter of a million jobs that the industry provides 
in Australia, almost half are based in regional areas.18 Regional engagement by policy makers 
and industry strategists is vital to ensure these communities are appropriately included. 
Farmers hold the highest level of trust within the Australian food supply chain, while 
politicians are the least trusted by Australian consumers.19 Metropolitan and regional areas 
alike must be considered as issues of foreign investment, labour imports, logistics and 
private label competition come to the fore of national food manufacturing strategy. This 
report focuses on four of the key enablers to ensure a sustainable future of inclusive growth 
for Australian food manufacturing. 
 

Recommendations  
 
The research paper yields the following recommendations: 
 
1. Foreign Investment and Trade 

 
Increase financial ceilings for inbound foreign investment yet maintain domestic staffing in 
regional areas, while smoothing foreign trade channels.  
 
The Australian government and Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) should increase 
financial investment ceilings for private enterprises to enter Australian food manufacturing 
while maintaining restrictions to staff these facilities with foreign labour. The OECD should 
contribute to continued enabling of foreign trade by assisting with the development of 
standardized global templates for trade documentation in line with the OECD trade 
facilitation indicators.  
 
2. Food Sustainability and Food Security  

 
Prioritize sustainable food manufacturing practices to enable progressive food security and 
assert global leadership.  
 
Australia should champion sustainable manufacturing practices globally based on market 
potential to create a globally unique competitive advantage. Sustainable practices will 
promote food security and garner further consumer trust in AFM. To commence this process, 
Australian should assess itself based on the OECD Stylized Agri-environmental Policy Impact 
Model (SAPIM).  
 
3. Regulatory Burdens and Incentivizing Innovation 
 
Remove unnecessary AFM regulatory burdens to alleviate consumer confusion by 
standardizing FoP labeling regulations for foods sold in retail channels.  
 

                                                        
18 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
19 J Henderson, J Coveney, PR Ward, AW Taylor, ‘Farmers are the most trusted part of the Australian 
food chain: results from a national survey of consumers’, The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Public Health, Australia, 2011. 
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The planned enforcement of involuntary front-of-pack nutrition labeling in Australia should 
be ceased while the OECD works with member countries to identify a harmonized approach 
for Front of Pack20 (FoP) nutrition representation. 
 
4. Supermarket Power and Private Label Competition 
 
Stem duopolistic supermarket exploitation by introducing an AFM Ombudsman to police the 
Food and Grocery Code of Conduct as well as monitor category balance of private label 
products vs. branded products.  
 
A specific Food Manufacturing Ombudsman should be introduced to (a) compliment 
compliance to the recently introduced, voluntary Food and Grocery Code of Conduct and (b) 
increase specific monitoring, analysis and where necessary restriction to ensure Australian 
manufactured products are not adversely impacted by private label introduction or 
dominance. The Australian Government should take lead from other OECD countries (eg. 
United Kingdom) who have assigned such a resource. 
 

Foreign investment and trade  
 
For the twenty years leading into the mid-1980s, Australia and New Zealand had the most 
protected manufacturing sectors among OECD members.21 Historically, the Australian dairy 
industry has been particularly protected. Despite product parity, import protection and price 
support schemes allowed farmers to receive a higher farm gate price versus manufactured 
milk.22 The Australian dairy industry is an ideal sector in which growth is primed for 
international leadership. Australia has been an internationally recognized and highly 
regarded supplier of dairy products and ingredients for years.23 In the year to February 2014, 
milk exports grew 7 percent.2425 Farm-gate milk prices are up approximately 25 percent on 
last season, but any resultant excess cash flow is being largely directed to creditor payments 
and debt retirement.26 
 
With AFM sectors like dairy and agriculture poised for growth, trade agreements with key 
regional partners are at a critical point. In the 2012-2013 financial year, the United States 
were the largest investors into Australia by value, followed by Switzerland and China.27 The 

                                                        
20 Front of Pack (FoP) labeling refers to interpretive nutrient information pertinent to the product’s 
overall perceived health profile per serve or per 100g. FoP does not include mandatory nutrition 
information panels (NIP) or ingredient declarations. 
21 Commonwealth of Australia, CIE Report: Benefits of trade and trade liberalization, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Center for International Economics, Canberra, 2009.  
22 Commonwealth of Australia, Australia and the OECD: Trade Matters, Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade (DFAT), Canberra, 2014.  
23 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Landscape: Situation and Outlook, Dairy Australia, Melbourne, 
February 2014.   
24 Growth vs. year ago. 
25 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Year to Date Export Summary: Trade and Strategy, Melbourne, April 
2014.  
26 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Landscape: Situation and Outlook, Dairy Australia, Melbourne, 
February 2014.   
27 Commonwealth of Australia, Foreign Investment Review Board Annual Report 2012-2013, Foreign 
Investment Review Board, Canberra, February 2014 
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government has identified Chinese investment as an enabler of new agricultural production 
and infrastructure in the northwest of Australia.28 The Chinese are appealing potential 
investors into the AFM market as domestic business models struggle to withstand external 
pressures. China is growing imports rapidly as local production levels fall short of domestic 
requirements due to the growing middle classes demand for higher-quality products and the 
convenience of processed food.2930 However the demand for foreign investment ceilings to 
be lifted as well as the ability to import foreign workers is potentially concerning for AFM, 
specifically in regional Australia.31  
 
China’s Bright Food Co. is one of many budding Chinese food powerhouses working to 
ascertain their share of the AFM market. It is the second largest food company in China and 
with holdings in wine, dairy and sugar businesses also operates over 3,300 retail stores 
nationally. Following failed attempts to buy majority shareholdings in French yoghurt maker 
Yoplait and US vitamin retailer GNC Holdings, Bright Food Co. recently acquired a 75 per 
cent shareholding in Manassen Foods Australia.3233 
 
Recently South Korea and Japan have been granted an increase from $248million to 
$1billion Australian investment by a foreign company, approved by the Foreign Investment 
Review Board (FIRB).34 An increased investment ceiling encourages foreign boomers such as 
China to invest significantly into long-term initiatives in Australia. This increased threshold is 
expected to extend to China as well.35 The subsequent aspect of foreign investment is how 
these facilities are built and staffed. The temporary work (skilled) visa (subclass 457) 
authorizes a foreign person to work in Australia in a nominated occupation under an 
approved sponsor for up to four years.36 Each year the local labour supply expands due to 
organic population growth and increasing immigration. The increased demand for goods and 
services from the extra population generates the employment to occupy additional 
workers.37  
 
Australia concluded a free trade agreement (FTA) in late 2013 with the Korea, Australia’s 

                                                        
28 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Immigration and Border Protection: Visas’ for Business 
and Employers, accessed March, 2014, <http://www.immi.gov.au/business/Pages/Business-and-
employers.aspx>  
29 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Landscape: Situation and Outlook, Dairy Australia, Melbourne, 
February 2014.   
30 C Coons, ‘China’s Bright Food Seeks to Expand Australian Ties’, Wall St Journal, New York, 2011. 
31 The Sydney Morning Herald, ‘Free Trade Agreement: China wants to send its workers into Australia’, 
Federal Politics, accessed April 15, 2014, <http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-
news/free-trade-agreement-china-wants-to-send-workers-into-australia-20140415-
zquve.html#ixzz2z3De3Dz0)> 
32 C Coons, ‘China’s Bright Food Seeks to Expand Australian Ties’, Wall St Journal, New York, 2011. 
33 Manassen Foods Australia, ‘Our Brands’, includes brands such as Carrs, Ryvita, Country Cup, Tilda, 
Trident, Jelly Belly and Castello, accessed April 2014, <http://www.manassen.com.au/> 
34 Commonwealth of Australia, Austrade, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), 2014, 
<http://www.austrade.gov.au/> 
35 Ibid. 
36 Commonwealth of Australia, Visas’ for Business and Employers, Department of Immigration and 
Border Protection (DIBP), April, 2014, <http://www.immi.gov.au/Visas/Pages/457.aspx> 
37 Commonwealth of Australia, CIE Report: Benefits of trade and trade liberalization, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Center for International Economics, Canberra, 2009.  
 

http://www.immi.gov.au/business/Pages/Business-and-employers.aspx
http://www.immi.gov.au/business/Pages/Business-and-employers.aspx
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/free-trade-agreement-china-wants-to-send-workers-into-australia-20140415-zquve.html#ixzz2z3De3Dz0
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/free-trade-agreement-china-wants-to-send-workers-into-australia-20140415-zquve.html#ixzz2z3De3Dz0
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/free-trade-agreement-china-wants-to-send-workers-into-australia-20140415-zquve.html#ixzz2z3De3Dz0
http://www.austrade.gov.au/
http://www.immi.gov.au/Visas/Pages/457.aspx
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10th largest dairy market.38 Australian dairy exporters stand to benefit from this timely 
implementation of Korean-Australia FTA, which will provide opportunities via additional 
market access for cheese, butter and infant formula.39 Russia’s dairy industry has also 
reportedly struggled to meet its milk output growth targets; the resulting shortfall 
contributed to a 14 per cent increase in imports to September 2013. Exports to Brazil 
decreased 8 per cent as local production recovered and began to displace imports.40 
 
The OECD Trade Indicators41 are a set of customized recommendations nation to improve 
their trading platforms. OECD analysis for Korean trade agreements identified the following 
areas as most likely to benefit trade flows: Information availability, advance rulings, fees and 
charges and the automation and streamlining of procedures.42 Fees and chargers particularly 
were beneath the OECD average. Korea is particular strong in border agency cooperation 
(internal and external), ranking higher than OECD average. Conversely, China, who has an 
enhanced engagement partnership with the OECD43, performs far below average in border 
agency cooperation (internal and external) as well as governance and impartiality.44 
Australia’s trade facilitation performance is relatively good, however sits below average for 
the indicator of harmonization and simplification of documents.45 Japan also performs 
particularly poorly against the indicator for harmonization and simplification of 
documents.46  
 
It is important for both the FIRB and wider trade policy to facilitate investment and 
development in Australia and the subsequent provision of food. As well as the Asia-Pacific 
region and greater Asia, increased supply into Europe is another potential opportunity for 
Australian food manufacturing. The sharp return to growth usually anticipated after a deep 
recession appears unlikely, as factors including energy independence, disinflation and 
unconventional monetary policy measures weigh on Europe.47  
 
The OECD should work with member countries to streamline the harmonization and 
simplification of documents indicator for trade facilitation. While significant consult, 
negotiation and compromise would be required, a streamlined template for documentation 
has potential to not only directly improve documentation but also other associated trade 
facilitation performance indicators such as information availability, procedural formalities 
and appeals. Streamlined template documents could play a role in mitigating some ethical 

                                                        
38 Dairy Australia, Dairy Industry Landscape: Situation and Outlook, Dairy Australia, Melbourne, 
February 2014.   
39 Ibid. 
40 ibid.   
41 OECD, Trade Facilitation, OECD Publishing, 2014, <http://www.oecd.org/trade/facilitation/> 
42 OECD, Trade Facilitation Indicators – Korea, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2014, 
http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/korea-oecd-trade-facilitation-indicators-april-2014.pdf 
43 OECD, Trade Facilitation Indicators – People’s Republic of China, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2014, 
<http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/china-oecd-trade-facilitation-indicators-april-2014.pdf> 
44 ibid.  
45 OECD, Trade Facilitation Indicators – Australia, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2014, 
<http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/australia-oecd-trade-facilitation-indicators-april-2014.pdf> 
46 OECD, Trade Facilitation Indicators – Japan, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2014, 
http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/japan-oecd-trade-facilitation-indicators-april-2014.pdf  
47 B Colijn, ‘European Review’, The Conference Board Economics Watch, 4(4), 2014. 
 

http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/japan-oecd-trade-facilitation-indicators-april-2014.pdf
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issues of trade, for example factors of governance and impartiality could form part of the 
template to increase transparency and accountability of particular trade countries.  
 
The Australian Government and FIRB should continue to grant increased financial 
investment allowances for foreign private companies especially those within the Asia-Pacific 
partnership region to encourage growth in one of Australia’s largest manufacturing 
industries. However the import of labour should not automatically accompany these 
increased investments. The longevity and potential to ignite economic growth in regional 
area’s needs to prioritized as the way to ensure inclusive societal growth in all regions.  
 

Food sustainability and food security  
 
Sustainable production is a key enabler of long-term food security. Despite its relatively 
small contribution to total global food supply, Australia’s contribution to international trade 
in wheat, meat and dairy products is substantial with the potential to influence global food 
prices.48 Australia is well placed to produce safe and quality contributions to the world food 
supply, given high trust and strong reputation within food manufacturing49, as well as 
abundant natural resources and globally recognized expertise in specific commodities. By 
2050, world food consumption is expected 75 per cent higher than in 2007, with half of this 
demand coming from China.50 
 
The structure of the Australian economy is complementary to, rather than rival to, that of 
the emerging economies in the region given our abundant reserves of mineral commodities, 
a highly skilled labour force and flexible economy.51 There is a high level of trust in the 
Australian food supply underpinned by a strong perception that Australian food is safe.52 
However trust in food supply is diminishing as food scares and breaches of safe production 
come to the fore publically. Food production sustainability is one of the key competitive 
advantages that the Australian market can pursue. 53  The main areas of focus for 
manufacturing sustainability include decreased water usage, reductions in energy use and 
reduced manufacturing waste.54 In 2007 AFGC members reported 74 per cent of total waste 
generated was recycled, while 43 percent claimed to screen suppliers for sustainability.55  
 
Australia is equipped to meet short-term food supply. However with Australian population 
growth predictions exceeding 35 million by 2050, the longer term food security for Australia 

                                                        
48 MA Qureshi, ME Hanjra, J Ward, ‘Impact of water scarcity in Australia on global food security in an 
era of climate change’, Journal of Food Policy, Australia, 2011. 
49 Ibid.  
50 Commonwealth of Australia, National Food Plan: Our Food Future, White Paper, DAFF, 2013. 
<http://www.daff.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/2293328/national-food-plan-white-
paper.pdf> 
51 Commonwealth of Australia, CIE Report: Benefits of trade and trade liberalization, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Center for International Economics, Canberra, 2009.  
52 J Henderson, J Coveney, PR Ward, AW Taylor, ‘Farmers are the most trusted part of the Australian 
food chain: results from a national survey of consumers’, The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Public Health, Australia, 2011. 
53 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), Towards Sustainability: 2007-2008, Sustainable 
Practices Committee, Australia, 2009. 
54 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
55 Ibid.  
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and it’s trade partners would be challenged by climate impacts, declining arable land due to 
urban development and mining being prioritized and insufficient investment into agricultural 
research and development.56 We’ve seen recently how vulnerable some of Australia’s most 
iconic regional communities are in the face of demised food manufacturing.57 
 
The OECD has identified environmental degradation prevention, reduced loss of biodiversity 
and the maintenance of natural resource supplies as key benefits of a sustainable 
agricultural production. 58  Despite current policies encouraging sustainability 59 , greater 
momentum could be gained by Australia assessing the environmental sustainability of its 
agricultural practices against the OECD’s Stylized Agri-environmental Policy Impact Model 
(SAPIM).60  
 

Regulatory burdens and incentivizing innovation 
 
The removal of red tape is required to redirect efforts into innovation. While there are many 
integral stakeholders involved in the complex food manufacturing industry, the Australian 
government is a key enabler for continued industry strength and growth. The government is 
also a key stakeholder in ensuring innovation remains at the forefront of growth. 
 
Government support to Australian food producers has declined progressively over the past 
forty years to the extent that it is now the second lowest in the OECD.61 The trend in 
research and development (R&D) spend declined between FY09 and FY12 by 0.2 per 
cent.6263 Continued decline of investments in brands, innovation and R&D may have a 
further detrimental impact on the industry’s growth and sustainability.  
 
Regulatory adherence was identified as one of the biggest cost burdens for AFM64 with cost 
pressure expected to continue in the short-term as additional regulatory costs are 
addressed.65 While a level of regulation is required to instill trust within the industry, it is 
crucial that the government take steps to remove unnecessary and bureaucratic liabilities. It 
is important that regulations are only enforced if they are value adding for the consumer 
and AFM implications have been thoroughly addressed.  
 

                                                        
56 J Millar, J Roots, ‘Changes in Australian agriculture and land use: implications for future food 
security: Institute of Land, Water and Society’, International Journal of Agricultural Sustainability, 
Charles Sturt University, Albury, 10(1), 2012.  
57 A Dang, ‘SPC plant closure to cut 150 jobs in Victoria’, Food Magazine, Melbourne, 2011, 
<http://www.foodmag.com.au/spc-plant-closure-to-cut-150-jobs-in-victoria>. 
58 OECD, Agricultural Policy Monitoring and Evaluation: OECD Countries and Emerging Economies, 
OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013.  
59 Ibid.   
60 OECD, Linkages Between Agricultural Policies and Environmental Effects: Using the OECD Stylised 
Agri-environmental Policy Impact Model (SAPIM), OECD Publishing, Paris, 2010.  
61 ibid. 
62 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
63 as a percentage of gross sales respectively. 
64  ibid. 
65 G Thornton, Food For Thought. Food and beverage industry CEO survey, Australia, 2011. 
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FoP labeling is of particular importance when considering red-tape type regulatory burdens 
on food manufacturers. The 2012 codex on food labeling between the Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO) and World Health Organization (WHO) identified front of pack nutrition 
labeling as a complimentary enabler of public healthy strategy66, targeting issues of obesity, 
diabetes, nutrient deficiencies and other issues caused by improper dietary consumption. 
However without a consistent approach within markets, let alone between markets, FoP 
information becomes burdensome and is rendered useless for consumers. The WHO has 
consistently called for accurate, standardized and comprehensible FoP information for food 
items.67 The USA’s Food and Drug Administration (FDA) also views reliable FoP nutrition 
labeling as a requiring urgent attention.68 
 
Currently OECD member countries have entirely different modes of communicating FOP 
nutrition information; from star ratings, colour coding for ‘good vs. bad’ nutrient content, 
percentages or grammage of daily intake (the benchmarks to which are also different by 
country), tick and cross symbols, ‘thumbnail’, circle and hexagon formatting, vertical and 
horizontal placement all combined in a flurry of ambiguous detail.69 For example, the UK 
uses a colour coding system where each ‘bad’ macro nutrient (fat, saturated fat, total sugar 
and salt) is assigned a rating of green, amber or red.70  
 
Enforced FoP labeling is an example of a highly expensive, despite still controversial 
regulatory issue creating costly issues for Australian food manufacturers.71 It is an incredibly 
expensive and laborious process to redesign, reprint and write-off packaging in pursuit of 
compliance with ever changing regulatory requirements for FoP labeling.  
 
The Australian Government highlighted the importance of removing administrative 
restrictions, promising a $1billion annual cut to red tape in their vision for a 5 Pillar 
Economy.72 The Australian Government should remove much involuntary regulation around 
food production and packaging where it is not adding proven value to consumers. In 
addressing global food supply to meet increasing demand, it is important that a common 
language is found with which to clearly and easily communicate the nutritional profile of 
packaged food products. Currently food manufacturers require different packaging to 
represent FoP nutrition information appropriate for the incumbent market if they wish to 

                                                        
66 MR L’abbe, ‘What is Front of Pack Labeling’, Codex Committee on Food Labeling FAO/WHO 
Information Meeting on Front of Pack Nutrition Labeling, Toronto School of Nutrition Sciences, 
Toronto, 2012. 
67 World Health Organization (WHO), Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health, 
Washington, 2005. 
68 Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Guidance for Industry: Letter Regarding Point of Purchase 
Food Labeling, United States (US) Department of Health and Human Services, Washington, 2009, 
<http://www.fda.gov/food/guidanceregulation/ucm187208.htm> 
69 MR L’abbe, ‘What is Front of Pack Labeling’, Codex Committee on Food Labeling FAO/WHO 
Information Meeting on Front of Pack Nutrition Labeling, Toronto School of Nutrition Sciences, 
Toronto, 2012. 
70 Food Standards Agency United Kingdom (UK), Guide to creating a front of pack (FoP) nutrition label 
for prepacked products sold through retail outlets, Department of Health, United Kingdom, 2014. 
71 S Tymms, Design, Format and Impact of Front of Pack Nutrition Labeling: An Independent Review of 
Refereed Literature,  Australia, 2011.  
72 Commonwealth of Australia, Liberal Party, Our Plan – Build a Diverse 5 Pillar Economy, Liberal Party 
of Australia, Canberra, 2013, <http://www.liberal.org.au/our-plan/5-pillar-economy>. 
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export their goods. A streamlined agreement on FoP labeling facilitated by the OECD could 
achieve a valuable outcome for all consumers as well as reduce export inefficiencies for AFM 
by mitigating packaging differentiation between markets. The OECD could potentially start 
with consolidation of FOP labeling between common language countries.  
 

Supermarket power and private label products 
 
The Australian grocery sector is a concentrated duopoly. Market leaders Coles and 
Woolworths are fierce domestic rivals and their supermarket shelves are the culmination of 
the AFM supply chain. The structure and dynamics of the retail market has increasingly 
created significant challenges for the AFM industry. In Australia, the top two retailers 
account for 78% of grocery market share.73 This compares to 48% in the UK, 44% in France 
and only 24% combined market share of the top two grocery retailers in the USA.74 The 
OECD Food Chain Analysis Network found that supermarkets in the European Union were 
engaging in unfair and exclusionary practices.75 Due to the Australian market concentration, 
Coles and Woolworths also have significant influence when dealing with suppliers and 
controlling consumer-facing opportunities. The majority of AFM CEO’s believe that this 
power is too concentrated causing an amplified adverse affect on smaller companies.76 
 
High growth experienced by the Australian supermarket sector (4.5 percent FY08-F12 
CAGR)77 is aligned with significant changes to both major retailers’ strategies in recent years. 
Both Coles and Woolworths have focused on developing new fresh-food concepts such as in-
store butchers, onsite baking and fishmongers.78 The total Coles national headcount is 
100,000 people with a total economic contribution value four times the economic 
contribution of Lion Food Co ($5.1B) and larger than Australian Airports ($17.2B) and the 
Australian Film and Television industry ($6.1B).79  28 percent of this contribution is in 
regional Australia.80 
 
The combination of major supermarket chains private label strategies, intense price 
discounting in certain core product categories and competition for shelf space have placed 
pressure on AFM profit margins.81 Supermarkets however are continuing to introduce 
competitively priced, private label products. Private label share of total supermarket sales in 
Australia has increased steadily from 15 percent in 2003 to 25 percent in 2010.82 This growth 
trend is expected to continue into the future, with a forecast to rise to more than 40 per 

                                                        
73 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), 2020: Industry at a crossroads, conducted by AT 
Kearney, Canberra, 2011. 
74 Ibid. 
75 J Berasategi, ‘Supermarket Power: Serving Consumers or Harming Competition, Competition Along 
the Food Chain’, OECD Food Chain Analysis Network, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013. 
76 G Thornton, Food For Thought. Food and beverage industry CEO survey, Australia, 2011. 
77 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
78 ibid. 
79 ibid.  
80 ibid. 
81 Deloitte, Analysis of the Grocery Industry: Coles Supermarkets Australia, Melbourne, 2012.  
82 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), 2020: Industry at a crossroads, conducted by AT 
Kearney, Canberra, 2011. 
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cent by 2020.83 Private label products are increasingly being sourced offshore to get lower 
prices.84 As a result, smaller companies are being squeezed, unable to compete either on 
brand exposure or price. Until now they have been partially shielded from this market 
dynamic by robust consumer demand and relatively stable input costs.85 Some are striking 
new customer and supplier agreements to reduce their reliance on the powerful 
supermarkets with 69 percent of AFM CEO’s viewing strengthening customer relationships 
and enhancing product innovation as the main drivers of improved profitability.86 
 
Australians are increasingly being made aware of food-related issues as they frequently 
feature in the mainstream media, from the fallout for fish stocks following the Fukishima 
nuclear disaster, the Australian supermarket “milk wars” that saw the price of milk drop to 
$1 a litre, or food price rises following flood and cyclone events in Queensland.87 The 
elevated publicity around unethical or anti-competitive behaviors within the industry could 
compromise the current high level of trust afforded to Australian supermarkets.88 Trust is 
critical to perceptions of good governance and the effective investment of resources.89  
 
The Food and Grocery Code of Conduct90 signed by both major retailers on 18th December 
2013 was a step in the right direction for increased transparency of Australian food retailing. 
However the majority of this code revolves around fairness between the retailers and does 
not sufficiently emphasize transparency for the retailers’ full relationship with their suppliers 
and primary producers. Other policies currently impacting the supermarket sector include 
government policies (voluntary and involuntary) for industry codes and regulations, ACCC 
competition policy reviews and second tier political party policies such as Katter’s Australia 
party market cap proposals for individual supermarket chains.91 
 
In January 2013 the UK nominated their first Groceries Code Adjudicator (supermarket 
ombudsman), Christine Tacon. Tacon was appointed to solve disputes between 
supermarkets and suppliers and to police the 2010 Groceries Supply Code of Practice to 
ensure the top ten supermarkets do not exploit relationships with suppliers.92  
 
The Australian Government should appoint a supermarket ombudsman responsible for 
assessing the trade margin implications of both Coles and Woolworths on the greater supply 

                                                        
83 G Thornton, Food For Thought. Food and beverage industry CEO survey, Australia, 2011. 
84 K Carnell, Supermarket Ombudsman needed to give farmers and food processors a fair go, AFGC 
Editorial, Canberra, 2012.  
85 G Thornton, Food For Thought. Food and beverage industry CEO survey, Australia, 2011. 
86 Ibid. 
87 N Larder, K Lyons, G Woolcock. ‘Enacting food sovereignty: values and meanings in the act of 
domestic food production in urban Australia’, The International Journal Justice and Sustainability, 
2014. 
88 J Henderson, J Coveney, PR Ward, S Meyer, ‘Trust in the Australian Food Supply: Innocent Until 
Proven Guilty’, Journal of Health, Risk & Society, 14(3), 2012 . 
89 Ibid. 
90 Food and Grocery Prescribed Industry Code of Conduct, Australia, 2013. 
91 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), AFGC State of the Industry 2013: Essential information, 
facts and figures, conducted by KMPG, Canberra, 2013. 
92 Vella, H, 'Five questions answered on the first appointed supermarket ombudsman', The 

Newstatesman, January 2013. 
<http://www.newstatesman.com/business/2013/01/five-questions-answered-first-appointed-
supermarket-ombudsman> 
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chain where Australian food manufacturing is involved. The ombudsman should also hold 
responsibility for monitoring private label market share across all categories. This 
administration would also aim to garner further trust in the industry. As per the AFGC’s 2011 
recommendation93, such an ombudsman should ensure that branded products continue to 
have access to supermarket shelf space on a fair and equitable basis.  
 

Conclusion 
 
In a volatile global market and increasingly pressured domestic industry, AFM cannot 
feasibly address all factors impacting its growth potential and future performance. The AFM 
needs to specifically address those factors with the immediate threat to derail inclusive 
growth and incur an anti-competitive position, as well as those signaling potential for 
greater growth and performance. All AFM stakeholders are responsible for this outcome, 
from global multi-laterals and emerging trade markets, to the domestic supermarket 
industry and regional manufacturing facilities. Alleviating unfair or unnecessary AFM 
burdens while enabling targeted investment will result in a refueled AFM industry set for 
inclusive growth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                        
93 Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC), 2020: Industry at a crossroads, conducted by AT 
Kearney, Canberra, 2011. 
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